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Jill Mikucki, New
Assistant Professor,
Studies Life Below
Antarctica’s Ice

	
  
Dr. Jill Mikucki, one of UT’s
newest microbiology professors,
sits at her office desk on a hot
and muggy May afternoon
talking ice. More specifically,
Mikucki talks about how her
interest studying microbial
communities below the surface
of Antarctica’s ice sheets
spawned from a love for the
cold.
“If you can marry several things
that are very important to you,
you will be more productive and
engaged in the long run, and I
was a ski bum,” laughs Mikucki,
explaining how various
undergraduate interests fused

into lifelong passions.
Mikucki majored in
environmental studies as an
undergraduate, but through her
postgraduate work at Portland
State and Montana State
universities, she developed a
particular interest in microbial
metabolism, or how microbial
communities capture energy
needed to survive and prosper.
For an unblemished view of
how microbe communities
interact and influence one
another, researchers must go
to the far reaches of Earth for
samples and take painstaking
care not to contaminate them
with outside organisms or
materials. What better field site
for watching microbes interact
without outside intervention
than Antarctica?
-Continued on Page 2

Dear Friends of Microbiology:
The past year has been an exciting
one for the Department as reported
in this issue of The MicroScope.
Some of the highlights of the past
year were:
tćSFFOFXGBDVMUZNFNCFST 
Nathan Schmidt, Jill Mikucki, Karen
Lloyd are starting their amazing
research programs
t"OPUIFS(PWFSOPST$IBJS 5FSSZ
Hazen, has joined our faculty (with
a co-appointment in the School of
Engineering and the Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences)
t0VSGBDVMUZNFNCFSTIBWFFYcelled in their research performance, teaching, and service to the
University and the microbiology
community




$POUJOVFEPO1BHF

Mikucki’s interest in Antarctica began while earning
her doctoral degree in Montana. Her doctoral fieldwork took place in Antarctica’s McMurdo Dry Valleys,
where she would spend three months at a time conducting research. After receiving her doctorate, she
served as a postdoctoral fellow at both Harvard and
Dartmouth universities.

UT Microbiology in the News  
t $IVOMFJ4VXBTOBNFE26&454DIPMBSPGUIF8FFL .BZ 
t Karen Lloyd, newly appointed Assistant Professor of Microbiology, was invited
UPHJWFBLFZOPUFMFDUVSFBUUIFOE(PMETDINJEU$POGFSFODFJO.POUSFBM
on “Single cell genomics of uncultured archaea.” In addition, Karen has been
invited to be the Holger Jannasch Visiting Scholar this summer at the Woods
)PMF0DFBOPHSBQIJD*OTUJUVUF

*OUPUBM .JLVDLJIBTTQFOUSPVHIMZZFBSTJO"OUBSDtica between nine separate excursions. Antarctica, the
coldest, driest, windiest continent on our planet, is a
largely unexplored region. Such logistically challenging field research requires interdisciplinary knowledge
and collaboration.
Mikucki focuses on microbial communities below
Antarctic ice, but due to technological challenges
in drilling and clean sampling, she also works with
researchers interested in deeper insight into what
controls ice sheet stability and the hydrology—the
makeup and movement of water in a particular environment—below the surface of glaciers.
Antarctica was long seen as a “dead” place, but in the
past few decades scientists have detected a diverse
mix of microbial life living in the cold extremes of the
continent, both within and below the ice. These developments, coupled with Antarctica’s sparsely inhabited
landscape, necessitate researchers collaborating on
new methods to study organisms in such harsh environments. “[The research] can tell us how life survives
in cold extremes,” Mikucki says.
Not only does Mikucki’s research help describe how
organisms live in one of Earth’s polar frontiers, but she
is also interested in whether similar life forms can exist elsewhere in the Universe.
Antarctica serves as the best terrestrial testing site for
life beyond Earth. “Subglacial environments provide
one of our best earthly analogs to study the most
promising exobiological targets such as Europa [a
moon of Jupiter] and Enceladus [a moon of Saturn],”
Mikucki says.
Researchers take great care to avoid contaminating
samples, and Mikucki is particularly concerned about
collecting Antarctic samples cleanly . Drills and other


%S$IVOMFJ4V

t .BEFMZO$SBXGPSEXBTBXBSEFEB"NFSJDBO4PDJFUZGPS.JDSPCJPMPHZ
6OEFSHSBEVBUF3FTFBSDI'FMMPXTIJQćFBXBSEDPNFTXJUIBTUJQFOEBOE
VQUPGPSTUVEFOUUSBWFMUPUIF"4.(FOFSBM.FFUJOH$SBXGPSEBMTP
XPOBOBXBSEGPSCFTUSFTFBSDIQSFTFOUBUJPOJOUIF65&63F$"DPNQFUJUJPO
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sampling equipment must be vigorously cleaned to
avoid contamination of pristine subglacial environments. Researchers also use ultraviolet radiation or
chemical processes to help create a sterile environment. Mikucki is an investigator on the Whillans Ice
Stream Subglacial Access Research Drilling (WISSARD) project, funded by the National Science Foundation, which is working to develop clean hot-water
drilling methods for such a purpose.
Another one of Mikucki’s current collaborations is
with aerospace researchers at the University of Aachen
(FSNBOZ XIJDIJOWPMWFTEFWFMPQJOHBOEUFTUJOH
UIFJS*DF.PMFDSBę0ODFGVMMZEFWFMPQFE *DF.PMF
will serve as an unmanned craft capable of collecting
samples from icy environments both on Earth and
hopefully beyond. Mikucki , along with other US colMBCPSBUPSTBOEUIF(FSNBO*DF.PMFUFBN QMBOUPUFTU
UIF*DF.PMFJO"OUBSDUJDBJO
With so much experience collaborating between various scientific disciplines, Mikucki saw UT as a great
place to be. “I consider myself to be fairly interdisciplinary,” Mikucki says, explaining her interest in coming to UT. “I saw the opportunity to learn a lot from
my future colleagues as well as provide an interesting
system for folks to think about,” she says.
-Eric Gedenk

t Elizabeth McPherson has been promoted to Senior Lecturer by the Provost.
t Tingting Xu, graduate student in the Sayler lab, won an award for best graduate
TUVEFOUQSFTFOUBUJPOBUUIF65$PNQBSBUJWFBOE&YQFSJNFOUBM.FEJDJOFBOE
1VCMJD)FBMUI3FTFBSDI4ZNQPTJVN .BZ 
t &SJL;JOTFSBOEGPSNFSTUVEFOU+FČ.PSSJT QVCMJTIJNQPSUBOUi#MBDL2VFFOw
hypothesis on microbial evolution. The paper, published in the American
Society for Microbiology’s top journal, mBio, received global coverage from the
National Science Foundation (US) and popular press coverage in New Scientist
and the Huffington Post.
t "TTPD1SPG"MJTPO#VDIBOSFDFJWFT$IBODFMMPST"XBSEGPS1SPGFTTJPOBM 
Promise in Research.

Dr. Karen Lloyd

Tingting Xu

Words From The Department Head (continued)
t ćF$PMMFHFPG"SUT4DJFODFTIBTBOBDDPNQMJTIFEOFX%FBO ćFSFTB-FF XIPKPJOTVTGSPNUIF
University of Michigan
t 0VSHSBEVBUFBOEVOEFSHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTIBWFDBSSJFEPVUBXBSEXJOOJOHSFTFBSDIQSPKFDUTJOPVS
labs.
t ćF.JDSPCJPMPHZ#PBSEPG7JTJUPSTXBTSFFTUBCMJTIFEXJUIBWFSZTVDDFTTGVMNFFUJOHJO.BZ 
The field of Microbiology has continued to amaze and astound in both the areas of pathogenesis and
microbial ecology. The human microbiome project is producing tremendous amounts of new knowledge about the microbes associated with us that affect all aspects of human life; metagenomic and
proteomic projects continue to surprise us with the discovery of many previously unknown biological
worlds composed of microbes and microbial interactions.
It is a privilege and honor to serve such an outstanding group of faculty, students, and staff. I thank you
all for your interest in our Department.
Sincerely,
+FČ#FDLFS $IBODFMMPST1SPGFTTPSBOE)FBE


New Assistant Professor Nathan Schmidt
Searches for New Malaria Cure
“I wanted to get into a research field that would have a
translational impact, and something that would really
have an impact on human health, not only in the US,
but around the world,” he says.
Schmidt is not only interested in studying how the
human body’s immune system responds to the Plasmodium parasites that cause malaria, but he also wants to
create an effective vaccination to prevent the disease.
0OFPGUIFIJHIMJHIUTPG4DINJEUTQPTUEPDUPSBMUFOVSF
was discovering that antibodies—proteins in the body
that help identify and bind to foreign objects—can effectively prevent malaria infections. It was this discovery that made UT such an attractive place for Schmidt.
Dr. Tim Sparer, UT associate professor of microbiology, specializes in a particular method of generating
large quantities of proteins that aligns itself very well
with Schmidt’s research.
An image of Plasmodium-infected red blood cells. Image courtesy of the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine Science Photo Library

Dr. Nathan Schmidt has always been interested in infectious disease research. After receiving his PhD from
*OEJBOB6OJWFSTJUZJO UIPVHI IFXBTOPUTVSF
exactly where his passions would take him. That is,
until he began working as a postdoctoral fellow in Dr.
John Harty’s lab at the University of Iowa.
It was here that Schmidt started working on a more
effective vaccine for malaria, a disease caused by the
parasite PlasmodiumUIBUBČFDUToNJMMJPO
QFPQMFFWFSZZFBSBOEDMBJNTPWFSNJMMJPOMJWFT
“You start to read the stories of what it is really like in
these endemic areas, and you’re talking about a disease where children under the age of five are the most
susceptible,” Schmidt says. “You see pictures of the suffering, and it is immense.” As a result, malaria research
became more than Schmidt’s post-doctoral research
project, it became his career path.

In addition to vaccinating with Plasmodium proteins to combat the parasite,
Schmidt hopes to understand why immune system responses to the parasite infection do not develop natural protective immunity.
UT has provided Schmidt with a stable of able collaborators for his research, but
also a good sense of community over the last year. “The move to Knoxville has
been great, and my family and I have really enjoyed settling in here,” Schmidt says.
“The University of Tennessee has been a great place to start a faculty position, but
also from a personal perspective. The community here has been a good fit for me
and my family.”

UT-ORNL Partnerships Push the Front Line of Microbiology Forward	
  
What do a world-class national laboratory
and flagship state university have in common?

In addition to antibodies, which are produced by B
cells in the human body, other malaria research relies
on creating vaccinations that work with the body’s T
cells—particular white blood cells that identify infected cells in the body and destroy them.

“We are facilitating the collaboration
between faculty members and students at
both places,” says Dr. Terry Hazen, an
environmental biologist who runs laboratories at both institutions by serving as UT’s
OFXFTU(PWFSOPST$IBJS)B[FO XIPIBT
UT appointments with the Engineering and
Earth and Planetary Sciences departments in
addition to Microbiology, specializes in bioremediation, or using microorganisms to help
clean polluted environments.
-Continued on Page 6

Most approved vaccines are based on the body’s B cells,
which only strengthens Schmidt’s hypothesis. “I think
antibody-mediated protection against the parasite is
a critical component to a successful vaccine; however
the most successful malaria vaccine will likely incor-

Dr. Nathan Schmidt

-Eric Gedenk

Using this approach Dr. Schmidt will generate Plasmodium proteins and use those in a vaccine to generate
antibodies that recognize the proteins. The end objective is to identify the level of these antibodies necessary to prevent a Plasmodium infection. He hopes
that this information will also provide a benchmark
in the evaluation of future malaria vaccines. In addition, Schmidt plans to collaborate with UT assistant
NJDSPCJPMPHZQSPGFTTPS%S7JUBMZ(BOVTPWUPCFUUFS
understand how the immune system recognizes and
eliminates Plasmodium-infected cells.

-Continued on page 5
4

porate B cells and T cells,” Schmidt says. Student response to Schmidt’s research
has also been positive. “Several people have already been interested in joining the
MBC w4DINJEUTBZTi0CWJPVTMZUIJTJTTPNFUIJOHUIBU*NQBTTJPOBUFBCPVU CVUUP
see other people passionate about it is exciting to me.” Schmidt was able to take
POPOFHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUJOIJTMBCEVSJOHUIFTDIPPMZFBS BOEIBTIBE
several undergraduate students volunteering in the lab as well.

In the case of the University of TennesTFFo,OPYWJMMF 65 BOE0BL3JEHF/BUJPOBM
-BCPSBUPSZ 03/- UIFJOTUJUVUJPOTTIBSF
highly motivated researchers who not only
advance research in their respective fields,
but also educate next-generation microbiologists.

ćF+PJOU*OTUJUVUFPG#JPMPHJDBM4DJFODFT MPDBUFEPOUIF03/-DBNQVT*NBHF$PVSUFTZPG03/-



ćF03/-/(&&"SDUJDUFBNVTFEBTMFE
mounted hydraulic drill to remove samples
of permafrost tundra in Barrow, Alaska for
biogeochemical analysis of microbial activity
BOEDBSCPOUSBOTGPSNBUJPO MFę $PSFTBNQMFT
included significant amounts of ground ice and
organic matter that has been preserved, frozen
for hundreds or thousands of years (top, right).
The cores were stored frozen in snowbanks to
QSFWFOUUIBXJOHCFGPSFTIJQNFOUUP0BL3JEHF
CPUUPN SJHIU *NBHF$SFEJU%BWJE(SBIBN 
03/-

'PSNFS5FOOFTTFF(PWFSOPS1IJM#SFEFTFOTUBSUFE
UIF(PWFSOPST$IBJSQSPHSBNUPIFMQGPTUFSDPMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFO65BOE03/-)B[FO POFPGUIF
NPTUSFDFOU(PWFSOPST$IBJST CFDBNFSFOPXOFEGPS
his work on the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the
(VMGPG.FYJDP
Hazen’s research team, then based at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBL), discovered oileating bacteria near the site of the oil leak that helped
remove oil from the ocean.
In addition to Hazen, Dr. Frank Loeffler also serves
BTBOFOWJSPONFOUBMNJDSPCJPMPHZ(PWFSOPST$IBJS 
specializing in detoxifying environments through the
use of microbes. Hazen noted that East Tennessee’s
wealth of microbiologists aided in both he and LoefĘFSTEFDJTJPOUPCFDPNF(PWFSOPST$IBJSTićFSF
is a tremendous number of microbiologists here,”
Hazen says. “We had a reception for lead principal
JOWFTUJHBUPSTJONJDSPCJPMPHZBU0BL3JEHFBOE65
ćFSFXFSFPWFS BOEUIBUEPFTOPUJODMVEFQPTU
docs or graduate students. It allows us to draw on a
lot of expertise.”
(PWFSOPST$IBJSTBCJMJUZUPGPTUFSBOEEJSFDUDPMlaborations between different science disciplines and
institutions has helped create a thriving interdisciQMJOBSZFOWJSPONFOUBUCPUI65BOE03/-i0OF
of the reasons we’re so successful is because of direct
JOUFSBDUJPOXJUIUIF(PWFSOPST$IBJSTBU03/- w
TBJE%S%BWJE(SBIBN HSPVQMFBEFSPG.JDSPCJBM
6

&DPMPHZBOE1IZTJPMPHZBU03/-BOEB+PJOU'BDVMUZ
Research Associate Professor of Microbiology at UT.
(SBIBNTHSPVQTUVEJFTIPXNJDSPCFTUSBOTGPSNUIF
environment and how microbial genes affect Earth’s
carbon cycle. This research helps find improved conditions for biofuel production, capturing and storing
carbon from the environment, and bioremediation.
(SBIBNMFBETUIF#JPHFPDIFNJTUSZUFBNJOBOFX
QSPKFDUEJSFDUFECZ%S4UBO8VMMTDIMFHFSBU03/- 
Next-Generation Ecosystem Experiments in the Arctic,
to understand impacts of increased thawing in Arctic
QFSNBGSPTUBSFBT(SBIBNOPUFTUIBUBMUIPVHIUIF
Arctic has long been seen as a carbon sink, meaning
it captures and holds more carbon than it produces,
increased melting could reverse this trend. This projFDUJTGVOEFECZUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG&OFSHZT %0&T 
0ďDFPG#JPMPHJDBMBOE&OWJSPONFOUBM3FTFBSDI
%S.JSDFB1PEBS XIPMFBETUIF4ZTUFNT(FOFUJDT
HSPVQBU03/- BMTPXPSLTPOWBSJPVTQSPKFDUTDPOnected to UT as a Joint Faculty Research Associate
Professor of Microbiology. Podar’s research interests
BSFNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZ0OFPGIJTDVSSFOUQSPKFDUTJT
CBTFEPOB%0&GVOEFEHSBOUUPTUVEZBOENPEFMUIF
interaction between two single-celled organisms capable of living in extreme heat, Ignicoccus and Nanoarchaeum, by combining evolutionary and functional
genomic approaches to the research.
Another project, funded by the National Institutes
of Health, focuses on uncultured microbes in the
-Continued on page 7

%S.JSDFB1PEBSDPMMFDUJOHTBNQMFTPGIZQFSUIFSNPQIJMMJDPSHBOJTNT PSPSHBOJTNTUIBUDBOUISJWFJOFYUSFNFIFBU BU0CTJEJBO1PPM BUIFSNBMTQSJOH
JO:FMMPXTUPOF/BUJPOBM1BSL*NBHF$SFEJU.JSDFB1PEBS 03/-

human body. This research aims to more thoroughly
identify the genomes of more mysterious bacteria at
work in our bodies. By using a combination of single
cell genomics and metagenomics, which gleans genetic
material directly from an organism’s environment, this
research aims to provide insights into bacterial groups
and their functions which, though so far unknown,
may provide greater insight into human health and
disease.
0UIFS03/-CBTFEQSPKFDUTJO1PEBSTHSPVQJODMVEF
studies of the poplar tree microbiome, which is comprised of the microorganisms in the area of soil influenced directly by root systems known as the rhizoTQIFSFćBUXPSL MFECZ%S$ISJTUPQIFS4DIBEU BMTP
a UTK Microbiology Joint Faculty member, hopes to
identify what organisms and plant-microbe interactions most positively influence plant growth and can
aid in greater poplar cultivation for bioenergy biomass
production.
0OFPGUIFMBSHFTUDPMMBCPSBUJPOTCFUXFFO65BOE
03/-GBMMTJOUIFDPOUFYUPGBOBUJPOXJEFQSPKFDUXJUI
major environmental implications. The Ecosystems
BOE/FUXPSLT*OUFHSBUFEXJUI(FOFTBOE.PMFDVMBS

"TTFNCMJFT &/*(." QSPKFDU B%0&GVOEFE
million per year project based at LBL, seeks greater
detail about how microbial communities interact in
various environments, namely those polluted with
heavy metals such as mercury, uranium, or chromium.
Hazen is the environmental lead, while Dr. Dwayne
&MJBTMFBETBO03/-CBTFE&/*(."UFBNTUVEZing microbial community dynamics and physiology
BU03/- JODPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUI-PFĒFS 1PEBSBOE
%S4UFWFO#SPXOPG03/-&WFSZZFBS SPVHIMZ
NJMMJPODPNFTUP65BOE03/-GSPNUIF&/*(."
project.
/PUPOMZBSFUIFTF03/-TUBČNFNCFSTESJWJOHNBKPS
research collaborations, but they also are working
UPIFMQ65GBDVMUZUSBJOTUVEFOUT#PUI(SBIBNBOE
Podar are part of the Research Experience for Undergraduates program, funded by the National Science
Foundation and run by the Microbiology department.
Students coming to UT for the summer will have opQPSUVOJUJFTUPXPSLBU03/-BTXFMMBTUIF65EFQBSUmental laboratories (see story on page 8).
-Eric Gedenk
7

addition to microbiology faculty, professors from the
#JPTZTUFNT&OHJOFFSJOH4PJM4DJFODF &BSUI1MBOFUBSZ4DJFODF BOE&DPMPHZ&WPMVUJPOBSZ#JPMPHZEFpartments will participate in this REU Site. In addition,
BEKVODUQSPGFTTPSTCBTFEBU03/-XJMMIPTUTUVEFOUT
(SBEVBUFTUVEFOUTXJMMTFSWFBTiCJHTJCMJOHTwUPIFMQ
the visitors acclimate to both the research environment
and Knoxville in general.
“While the individual research projects will in most
cases be performed in a single lab, there will be many
opportunities for the students to interact with other
students and faculty in the program,” said Zinser.
“This will add breadth to their experience here in the
summer.”

'BDVMUZ TUBČBOETUVEFOUTHBUIFSBUUIF.JDSPCJPMPHZ6OEFSHSBEVBUF$MVC .6$ 1JDOJDćF.6$IPTUTNFFUJOHTBOETQFDJBMQSFTFOUBUJPOTGPS
undergraduates interested in career opportunities and all things microbial.

Microbiology Department to Host
National Science Foundation-funded
Undergraduate Collaborations for
Summer Research Experience
As the UT microbiology department grows, its faculty
and staff are always looking for new ways to foster collaboration and train next-generation microbiologists.
What better way than to host a diverse mix of underHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTGPSBXFFLSFTFBSDIFYQFSJFODF
over the summer?
“The way many places make themselves better is
through training programs,” Dr. Steven Wilhelm, UT
microbiology professor, said. “This creates the opportunity to bring in students that have different ideas
and experiences and integrate that into how we do
things here. It also creates the opportunity for our own
students from Tennessee to meet people of different
backgrounds.”
This rationale got Wilhelm and associate professor Dr.
Erik Zinser thinking about how they could entice students to come work at UT over the summer. The professors applied for one of the National Science Foundation’s (NSF’s) Research Experience for Undergraduate
3&6 4JUFHSBOUTGPS BOEUIFZTVDDFFEFE
“We are very excited that the NSF awarded us an REU;
these are highly competitive grants,” said Zinser. “I
8

think one of the main reasons why we’re successful is
the strength and breadth of microbiological research
in the area, not only in the Microbiology department,
CVUBDSPTTUIF65,DBNQVTBOEBU0BL3JEHF/BUJPOBM
Laboratory as well.”

Receiving an REU Site grant is a pretty competitive
QSPDFTT BTUIF/4'JTPOMZBCMFUPGVOEoPGQSPposals they receive, but the student application process
will be competitive as well. Wilhelm says typical REU
4JUFTSFDFJWFTPGBQQMJDBUJPOTGPSPOMZTQPUT
Students need to be returning to their home universities as undergraduates the following fall to qualify for
UIFQSPHSBN BOEBDPNNJUUFFPGoGBDVMUZNFNCFST
will make decisions based on students’ letters of interest, transcripts, and reference letters.

UT students themselves will not be left out of similar
opportunities. The Department of Microbiology has
issued endowment funds over the past five years to
provide UT undergraduates with similar opportunities.
ćF650ďDFPG3FTFBSDIBMTPQSPWJEFTTJNJMBSPQportunities.
In essence, UT faculty involved in this project are not
just teaching undergraduates during the school year,
but offer dozens of motivated undergraduates paid
research opportunities to work with them throughout
summer.
The faculty who runs the UT Microbiology REU Site
varies greatly in their fields of study, ages, and experiences, but there is a common bond holding them
together. “Many of the faculty that are the leaders of
this program actually had experience as undergrads
doing research themselves, to the point where many of
them contributed to scientific papers,” Wilhelm said.
By established this program, many of the faculty will
see their careers come full-circle by guiding research
experiences that were the origins of their own career
paths. -Eric Gedenk

Ten students’ will relocate for the summer to work side
by side with accomplished researchers in various fields.
The NSF places particular emphasis on identifying
qualified students in areas typically economically or
geographically underrepresented in science. In the case
of Wilhelm’s and Zinser’s grant, students will work side
by side with an interdisciplinary mix of researchers
based at both the University of Tennessee and nearby
0BL3JEHF/BUJPOBM-BCPSBUPSZ 03/- 
ćFQSPHSBNTUJUMFJTi.JDSPCJBM$PNNVOJUZ*OUFSBDtions and Function.” The various labs will expose students to topics ranging from Antarctic microbe communities living below ice to the physiology of fungal
communities and how they affect their surround areas.
In addition to microbial organisms, students will also
be interacting with one another and learning to function inside a variety of research labs based on professors’ expertise. “The focus is to really get these students
integrated into research labs,” Wilhelm said.
"CPVUGBDVMUZNFNCFSTIBWFTJHOFEVQUPIFMQUIJT
process in various ways. Some will participate in structuring the program, while others will host students. In
-Continued on page 9



with the type of data we can generate now,
and also how to be critical of the current conclusions that are coming out of sequencing
data,” Steffen said.
Steffen thought the experience of working
with other young researchers coming from
diferent backgrounds was an invaluable part
of the course. “I would say that if a student
has the chance to participate in anything like
this, they should definitely go for it,” she said.
“Both the networking and knowledge gained
seem like they will prove to be valuable assets
both now and further along in my career.”

Padilla-Crespo at the NSF Headquarters
in Virginia

Frank learns bioremediation techniques in
Switzerland

Microbiology Students Venture Into the World

Frank collecting samples with a pipette at the University of
Lausanne in Switzerland

Another second-year graduate student,
Ashley Frank, knows the value in making
connections with other young, motivated
researchers. Frank was encouraged by her adviser, Dr. Alison Buchan, to apply for a twoweek environmental biotechnology course
based at the University of Lausanne in
Switzerland last summer.

UPBQQMZw1BEJMMB$SFTQPTBJEi*WFCFFOMVDLZUP
UT Microbiology students leave their marks in various have great teachers who have also served as mentors,
XBZT0OFUIJOHUIFZIBWFBMXBZTEPOF UIPVHI JTUBLF they have not only given me the tools to become a
opportunities to enrich their learning by venturing out competitive microbiologist and researcher, but they
of the friendly confines of Knoxville and collaborating have also inspired me take my science outside the
with other research environments.
conventional settings of classrooms and laboratories.”

ćFDPVSTF XIJDIDPOTJTUFEPG"NFSJDBOBOE&VSPQFBOTUVEFOUT IBEBMMTUVEFOUTXPSLJOHUPHFUIFSPO
different aspects of bioremediation in contaminated soil. The students remained extremely busy, working from 8
BNUPQNNPTUFWFSZEBZ CVUUIBUXBTQBSUPGUIFCFBVUZPGUIFDPVSTFGPS'SBOLi8FCBSFMZIBEUJNFGPS
meals, as the work was very concentrated, but it was incredible,” she said.

Padilla-Crespo Works on the U.S. Science Agenda at
the NSF Headquarters

Frank was selected for a fellowship based at the University of Lousanne that covered all of her expenses. The
opportunity to interact with up-andcoming researchers like herself on a
subsidized trip was invaluable.

&MJ[BCFUI1BEJMMB$SFTQP QJDUVSFEBCPWF JTPOF
TVDIDBTF1BEJMMB$SFTQP BEPDUPSBMDBOEJEBUFJO
the Microbiology department, wanted to enrich her
knowledge of the field by working in the funding
environment at the National Science Foudation (NSF).
8JUIFODPVSBHFNFOUUPBQQMZ 1BEJMMB$SFTQPCFDBNF
an intern for the summer at the NSF’s central offices in
Virginia.
“The guidance and mentorship I have received in the
UT-Microbiology Department, especially from my
advisor Frank E. Loeffler, gave me the confidence


Steffen Takes Her Research to Germany
Second-year graduate student Morgan Steffen also got
experience while abroad. Steffen was selected to take
part in a two-week bioinformatics course in Bremen,
(FSNBOZBU+BDPCT6OJWFSTJUZ4UFČFOXPSLTJO%S
Steven Wilhelm’s lab and studies Microcystis, a toxic
cyanobacteria that lives in freshwater environments.
Through this NSF-funded course, Steffen worked to
develop new techniques to analyze her own data from
UT.
“It gave a really comprehensive overview of important
tools that can be used for bioinformatics analysis, but
more importantly how to ask appropriate questions
-Continued on page 11

“Whenever you’re interacting with other
people, especially in science, you learn
the value of establishing connections
with different people,” Frank said. “I still
maintain contact with each one of my
coursemates, so I know that right now
*IBWFPUIFSJOEJWJEVBMT*DBOUBMLUP
about different subjects.” -Eric Gedenk

Steffen (right) working on analyzing her data at Jacobs University in Bremen, Germany.



Microbiology Board Of
Visitors Reformed

#PUUPN3PX -FęUP3JHIU %BWJT"MMBO 4BOESB8IJUF ,BSFO(PTT BOE3PE#VOO5PQ3PX -FęUP
3JHIU 5JN5PXOFT (VZ$BMEXFMM 'SBOL#PXEFO 5FSFTB$PNQUPO 0MBEFMF0HVOTFJUBO 
and Jeff Becker.

A highly successful Board of Visitors meeting was
IFMEJO,OPYWJMMFPO"QSJM ćF#PBSE
of Visitors (See Photograph) was re-established after
some years of inactivity. The twelve-member Board
membership is listed below.
%BWJT"MMBO 1IZTJDJBO 4VNNJU.FEJDBM(SPVQ 
Knoxville, TN
,BSFO(PTT )FBEPG4DJFODF%FQU 4PVUI$PMMFHF 
Knoxville, TN

learn about the accomplishments, needs, and goals of
the Department.
We trust that in future years the Board will take an
active role in its Mission of:
 GBDJMJUBUJOHDPNNVOJDBUJPO DPPQFSBUJPO 
interaction and investment between the Department
of Microbiology and the profession,

 TFSWJOHBTBOBEWPDBUFGPSUIF%FQBSUNFOUUPUIF
$PMMFHFPG"SUT4DJFODFTBOEUIF6OJWFSTJUZ
3PHFS)VCCBSE $&0 .PMFDVMBS1BUIPMPHZ-BCPSBUPSZ of Tennessee as a whole,
Network, Maryville, TN
 BEWJTJOHUIF%FQBSUNFOUJONBOZBSFBTUP
5FSFTB$PNQUPO 7JDF1SFTJEFOUGPS3FTFBSDI #JPHFO
*EFD $BNCSJEHF ."

advance the impact and tradition of the microbiology
profession through teaching, research and service,

0MBEFMF0HVOTFJUBO )FBEPG%FQUPG1PQVMBUJPO
)FBMUI%JTFBTF1SFWFOUJPO 6$BMJGPSOJB *SWJOF $"

(4) reviewing program goals and recommending
strategies for both current and future challenges and
initiatives,

(VZ$BMEXFMM 1SPGFTTPSPG#JPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL
Tim Townes, Head of Dept. of Biochemistry and
.PMFDVMBS(FOFUJDT 6"MBCBNB #JSNJOHIBN "Rod Bunn, Vice-President, Vashaw Scientific, Inc.,
"UMBOUB ("
Sandra White, Microbial Insights, Inc., Rockford, TN
Frank Bowden, Physician, Bowden Eye Associates,
Jacksonville, FL
The Board met faculty, graduate students,
VOEFSHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUT BOE$PMMFHFBENJOJTUSBUPSTUP


 QSPWJEJOHDPVOTFMUPUIFEFQBSUNFOUJOBSFBT
that facilitate the prestige of our programs including,
curriculum and courses, research and teaching,
collaboration with industry, and student and faculty
recruitment,
(6) identifying prospective individual and corporate
donors with the potential of investing in the
Department and to help reach out to alumni in order
to strengthen their ties back to the Department.

Faculty
Jeffrey  M.  Becker  

  

  

  

  

Chancellor’s  Professor  and  Head

Alison  Buchan         

  

  

  

  

Associate  Professor  

Elizabeth  Fozo       

  

  

  

  

Assistant  Professor    

Vitaly  V.  Ganusov    

  

  

  

  

Assistant  Professor    

Igor  Jouline  
  
)UDQN/RHIÀHU  

  

  

  

  

  

Joint  Professor  with  ORNL

  

  

  

  

  

Governor's  Chair  and  Professor  

Terry  Hazen  

  

  

  

  

  

Governor’s  Chair  and  Professor

Robert  N.  Moore      
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

Professor;;  Executive  Director  of  the  UT       
Space    Institute

Nathan  Schmidt        

  

  

  

  

Assistant  Professor

Jill  Mikucki  

  

  

  

  

  

Assistant  Professor

Karen  Lloyd  

  

  

  

  

  

Assistant  Professor

Todd  Reynolds  

  

  

  

  

  

Associate  Professor  

  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

Beaman  Distinguished  Professor  of  
Microbiology,  and  Ecology  &  
Evolutionary  Biology,  Director  -  Joint    
Institute  for  Biological  Sciences,  
Director  -  Center  for  Environmental       
Biotechnology  

  

  

  

  

  

Associate  Professor  

Chunlei  Su      
  
  
Steven  W.  Wilhelm    
  
  
  
  

  

  

  

  

Associate  Professor

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

Professor,  Associate  Head  and  Graduate  
Director

Erik  Zinser    

  

  

  

  

Associate  Professor  

Pamela  L.  C.  Small    

  

  

  

  

Professor  Emeritus

W.  Stuart  Riggsby    

  

  

  

  

Professor  Emeritus  

Gary  S.  Sayler  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

Tim  E.  Sparer    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

Associated Faculty

John  Biggerstaff,  Adjunct  Associate  Professor  
Barry  Bruce,  Adjunct  Professor  
Brad  Fenwick,  Adjunct  Professor  
Martin  Keller,  Adjunct  Professor
Mark  Radosevich,  Adjunct  Professor  
Loren  Hauser,  Adjunct  Professor
Nathan  Verberkmoes,  Adjunct  Assistant  
Professor
David  Graham,  Joint  Faculty  Research  
Associate  Professor  

Mircea  Podar,  Joint  Faculty  Research  Associate  
Professor  
Christopher  Schadt,  Joint  Faculty  Research  
Associate  Professor  
Melinda  Hauser,  Research  Assistant  Professor
Thomas  Masi,  Research  Assistant  Professor  
Kirsti  Ritalahti,  Research  Assistant  Professor  
Alice  Layton,  Research  Associate  Professor  
Steven  Ripp,  Research  Associate  Professor  



2011-2012

Departmental
Awards

&

Non-
Departmental
Awards

We Want to Hear from You!
Your full name: ___________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________

Brandon Boyd, Dustin Lawrence, and Igor
Tkachenko received the D. Frank Holtman Undergraduate Academic Achievement Award for their work
as undergraduate microbiology students.
Dr. Liz Fozo received the
Under-graduate Faculty Teaching Award for excellence in
undergraduate instruction.
Kathleen Hauther received the
Lisa Kahn Undergraduate Research Award for her superior
work as an undergraduate researcher in the Sparer lab.
Nathan Cude and Chris Gulvik SFDFJWFEUIF(SBE
uate Teaching Award for excellence in undergraduate
instruction.
Liyin Huang XBTBXBSEFEUIF&YDFMMFODFJO(SBEVBUF
Research Award.
Brietta Lusby received the Microbiology Staff award
for excellence in administrative work.
Nathan Cude (Buchan), Sarah Davis (Reynolds),
Chris Gulvik (Buchan), Anthony Montedonico
(Reynolds), Wilson Robinson (Sparer), Neha
Sarode (Reynolds), Abby Smartt (Sayler), Seraj
Uddin (Becker), and Tingting Xu (Sayler), all received David White Travel Awards to continue their
research in the future.

Madelyn Crawford (Becker Lab), and Shafer Belisle
(Wilhelm Lab) received Awards in UT’s Exhibition
PG6OEFSHSBEVBUF3FTFBSDIBOE$SFBUJWF"DIJFWFment. The pair both won for their projects, C-terminal
His6-tag Influences the Function of a Model G Proteincoupled Receptor $SBXGPSE BOEIs rea a Driver for
Microcystis Blooms? (Belisle).

Graduation year(s): ________________________________________________________________
Degree(s): ________________________________________________________________________
Place of employment: ______________________________________________________________

Jace Natzke and Travis Sullivan (Undergraduates),
SFDFJWFEQSFNFETDIPMBSTIJQTGPS

Job title and description: ___________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Madelyn Crawford (Becker lab) is one of seven undergraduates that presented a poster in the Tennessee State
$BQJUPMUPTIPXDBTFVOEFSHSBEVBUFSFTFBSDI

How did your time at UT prepare you for this position?__________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Nana Ankrah (Buchan lab) and Chris Gulvik (Buchan lab) won first and second place (respectively)
GPS#FTU0SBM1SFTFOUBUJPOBUUIF5FOOFTTFF,FOUVDLZ
Branch of the American Society for Microbiology
(ASM) conference.

You may also send your comments to microbiology@utk.edu. Please include
“The MicroScope 2011-2012” in the subject line.

Sarah Davis (Reynolds lab) received an ASM travel
BXBSEUPUIFUI"4.$POGFSFODFPO$BOEJEBBOE
$BOEJEJBTJT .BSDI 
Mary Holtman-Reed, director of alumni programs and
adviser to the Student Alumni Associates (SAA), reDFJWFEUIF0VUTUBOEJOH"EWJTPS"XBSECZUIF"ďMJBUFE
Student Advancement Program (ASAP).
Alison Buchan SFDFJWFEUIF$IBODFMMPST)POPST
"XBSEGPS1SPGFTTJPOBM1SPNJTFJO3FTFBSDI$SFBUJWF
"DIJFWFNFOU 4QSJOH

Gift Contribution Slip
Name _______________________ Year of Graduation__________
Address _______________________________________________
City __________________________ State _____ Zip __________
Signature______________________________________________
Credit Card # _____________________ Expiration Date________
o Visa

o MasterCard

o Other ________________

Return your tax deductible contribution to:
The University of Tennessee Department of Microbiology
M409 Walters Life Sciences
Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-0845

Enclosed is my contribution of:
o $25
o $50
o $50
o $100
o Other $ ___________
My gift is designated for:
o Scholarships (include fund)
o New Equipment
o Department General Fund
o Other ______________

:PVNBZBMTPGPMMPXIUUQTTFDVSFJNPEVMFTDPNTVULTUBSUBTQY TJEHJE
All information is confidential. You can also contact us at (865) 974-3441.
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